
The JÄGER Group, headquartered in Hanover, has been supplying high-quality components and subsystems made
of  rubber,  plastic,  metal  and,  more  recently,  basalt  for  over  80  years.  Now in  its  third  generation  of  family
management, the group of companies is regarded as a qualified, globally active partner for mechanical and plant
engineering, environmental and agricultural technology, energy technology and oil production. In order to meet the
specific  requirements of  these very heterogeneous target  groups,  our  activities are concentrated in  specialized
individual companies. Today, more than 1200 employees work for us worldwide at over 20 locations in Germany,
Poland, the Netherlands, India, the USA, Canada and China.
www.jaegergroup.com

To strengthen our offshore expertise in Hanover or remote we are currently hiring a        

Technical Project Manager Offshore in Full-time
employee

RESPONSIBILITIES

Management and support worldwide offshore projects
Coordination with internal and external customers
Close collaboration with on-site product development and implementation teams
Manage and monitoring project scheduling

QUALIFICATIONS

Completed technical training, studies or comparable experience
Initial experience in technical project management and offshore experiences desirable
Understanding of technical interrelationships and the ability to translate these into meaningful figures and
analyses
Enthusiasm for sales activities
Team player
Up to 50% travel
Willingness to go offshore
Basic IT proficiency (MS Office required, ideally CAD software such as Creo)
Proficient in English language

https://www.jaegergroup.com


OUR OFFER

Flexible working hours and company-provided home office
Performance-related compensation
Significant on- and off-the-job training with certificates for the offshore sector
World-class training of the company’s commercial and technical processes
Variety of challenging work responsibilities, as part of a highly-motivated, startup team environment
Internationally dynamic group of companies offering long-term growth strategies

ARE YOU INTERESTED? If yes,  please apply via our job portal, stating your salary expectations and the earliest
possible starting date. We look forward to hearing from you soon!

Jaeger Maritime Solutions GmbH:
Contact:
Nele Drecker

Jetzt bewerben

https://jaegergruppe.onlyfy.jobs/apply/3rmylfdws96hzhy02ernscn97eu9v26

